Hi RepresentativesI know that we are all concerned with the well being of our children and our community.
I believe Consent with our Bodies and Our Children's Bodies is a basic human right. If you take
time to learn about the research in regards to vaccines, and that the CDC has payed out over 4
billion dollars from vaccine damage. So we know there is a risk with vaccines for our children,
which we often don't know until after they have received them.
I recognize that there that are immune compromised and I believed every child has equal value,
we can have more conversations about how to honor their well being besides the State
Mandating Medicine.
Forced Medicine does not Honor Consent. Every child has the right to an education, mandating
Vaccines, does not honor the complexity of our bodies, which our doctors meet on a per patient
basis.
Every child has a right to an Education in our Creating a State Mandate is not honoring the
medicine.
I am asking you to VOTE NO on 3063
At this time there is no emergency with measles. There are a few cases, which could happen
from going to a park with a visitor from anywhere.
Oregon is AT herd immunity with 95% vaccinated for measles. There is no justification for
stripping us of our religious, parental and medical freedom rights. Parents will not vaccinate;
they will their kids out of school and either leave the state or continue fighting in Oregon. If
passed, you can expect the vaccine issue to continue to consume your time.
Please Listen.
Now is not the time for Forced Vaccines, when we do not have scientific evidence that the
schedule proposed and that vaccines are safe.
Thank you for considering the well being of all of the Children.
Your ConstituentGwendolyn Terra
38 Logan Way
Talent, Oregon

